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Plan 68 great days with kids in a flash! Local mom Kathryn McKay has handpicked 68 simply

fabulous things to do in and around D.C. with a child in tow. Youâ€™ll look at old favorites in a new

light, from the Lincoln Memorial to the Smithsonian American Art Museumâ€”and blaze new trails all

over town, from the International Spy Museum to the Claude Moore Colonial Farm at Turkey Run.

Every page is loaded with fun facts and helpful information.Flip art and games inside! Watch Honest

Abe make friends as you flip through the book. Keep waiting kids happy with our parent-tested

games. And use the themed directories to plan with kidsâ€™ interests in mind.
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We used this for our very first trip to DC with our kids. It was an excellent resource for us. We knew

absolutely nothing about DC when we started planning this trip.The layout is fun and concise. It lists

68 of the top attractions in and around the city. Each two-page listing includes the following:* 2-4

paragraph description of the attraction with details and recommendations on how to visit it.* A "Make

the Most of Your Time" info box with tips and tricks.* An "Eats For Kids" info box with at least one

suggestion for food in or nearby the attraction.* A "Keep in Mind" info box with additional insight.*

Address, phone, cost, hours, and age appropriateness all laid out in a standardized, easy-to-find

manner.In addition, there is a short, 5-6 page intro with some tips about preparing for your trip,

getting around town, etc. At the end of the book is an index section that is organized with fun titles

like "Lost in Space", showing all of the space-oriented attractions, or "Art Attack" with art



attractions.All in all, this was a friendly, fun, and helpful guide to enjoying the city. It made all the

difference on our trip as we were able to quickly narrow our focus on the attractions that would be

best for our family.

We used this book daily as we toured Washington DC during spring break. It's priceless as it

provides you with which line to take for the subway - which stop to get off at - and then once you

arrive there are tidbits about the historical site you're visiting and also where to stop for a break or

lunch.I'd recommend to anyone taking children to DC

This is a fabulous reference outlining different museums and "artifacts" worth seeing in the D.C.

area. As someone who grew up close to the city, there were tons of facts I didn't know. Great

resource!

If you are looking for a snapshot on what to and where to go then this is the book for you. It gives

you a brief description on the location and some pertinent info such as how to get there, where you

can eat, and pricing. It's small so it's great to throw into your bag while traveling without taking up a

lot of space. Kids enjoyed it as well.

good book, well written and our 8 thru 15 year old grandchildren studied it every night picking out

places they "just had to see" made the trip more interesting to them and loved to see them involved

in the decisions ..

Great, very informative.

this book gives great hints about costs for atractions getting tickets and local places to take the kids

for the never ending snacks and drinks that they request. It is also recommends based upon your

child's age level. wonderful

Need to add blank journal pages so the kids can write about what they saw at each site. Gracie

checked off what we saw in the table of contects (create a blank box).
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